We study plane transient problem of motion of surface load over an elastic half space. General attention is given to the transient functions. The Biot model is applied. In order to get the solution we use Fourier transform in spatial coordinates and Laplace transform in time. The originals can be found analytically in the case of one-dimensional problem as well as at the boundary of the half space. Besides, sequential inversion algorithm based on the construction of analytical representation of images is applied. The elastic-porous medium is one of non-classical models of continua where rather often the Biot model is applied [1] . In the monograph [2] we study various transient problems for this model. Particularly, various images are constructed basing on Laplace and Fourier surface influence functions for half space. Nevertheless, original explicit form is not indicated. Such mediums are studied in some other works (see, for example, [3, 4] ). In this work the explicit form of some surface transient functions for isotropic elastic half space is constructed using the integral transforms. Such problems are applied in various spheres of emerging technologies, including different problems of landing of various devices of aviation and aeronautical engineering.
Problem statement
Hereinafter square Cartesian coordinate system Oxyz shall be applied, coordinate origin is at the boundary of half space, and axis Oz is directed deep into the half space.
Tangential u and U , also standard w and W coordinates of skeleton and liquid motion in pores are linked with potentials by the following proportions:
Kinematic proportions for such medium are indicated as follows ( ij e and ij  -deformation components in skeleton and in liquid; only nonzero values are specified): 11  13  33  11  33   11  13  33  11  33   1  ,  ,  ,  , 
Stress components ij  in skeleton and stress  in liquid are aligned with transformation components as follows [2] :   11  1 11  22  12  23  13  1 13   22  2  3  33  1 33  22  3  4 2 , 0,
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In the initial instant any loads are absent:
In proportions ( 
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Where L -some linear dimension; t -dimensional time; 
Solution in image space
To equations (1.1) and boundary conditions (1.5) considering initial conditions (1.6) we may apply Laplace time transform and Fourier space-wise x (Indexes "L" and "F" indicate correspondent images, s and q -parameters of these transformations) [5] : Its substitution in (1.2)-(1.4) leads to the following equations for images of displacements and stresses in space parallel to boundary surface: 1 1  2 2  3 3  3   2  2  2  2  1 1  1  2 2  2   22  1 1 1  2 2 2  3 3  3 3   2  2  2  2  1 1 1  1  2 2 2  2  3 3 3 , , , 
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where   2  4  3  1  1  2  3 1  2  1  2  3 2   1  3  4 1  2  3  4 2   ,  2  ,  2  ,  2  , ,.
Substituting equations (2.4) and (2.5) in boundary conditions (2.2), we can find constant integrations. As a result, figures of motions and stresses may be written as follows: 22  2  3  3  3  3  133  1  2  2  2  2  12 4  4   2  1  333  22  4   2,  2  ,  ,  2  ,  ,,   4 , , , 1, 2,3 ;
The structure of images (2.7) significantly obstruct originals construction for bi-dimensional problem where 0 z  . So, further, two special cases will be studied.
One-dimensional problem
Within problem definition specified in p.1, we may study its one-dimensional variant considering that the required functions depend only on one space axis z . Besides, boundary conditions (1.5) can be replaced by the following ones (standard skeleton displacement is evenly distributed in x -direction): Where the mark means function derivative.
Solution of bidimensional problem on surface
Correspondent figures can be found on the basis of equations (2.6)-(2.9), substituting 0 z  into it. Besides, , , This work is executed at Moscow aviation institute with financial support from RSF within the Award «Execution of fundamental scientific researches and exploration research activities by international scientific groups», project number 14-49-00091.
